Quick Checklist on Finding a Fixer Upper
Amber Miller
Looking for a house with potential whether for your own home or as a fix and flip?
These eight questions can help you determine if you have found the right one.

Is it the worst house in the best neighborhood?
This adage holds its weight when it comes to real estate. Location is
something that cannot be changed and it does affect pricing. If you decide
to compromise and choose a less desirable neighborhood or location (i.e.
busy street) make sure to calculate those factors when figuring your
resale value.
Does it lack curb appeal?
Attracting buyers may be a problem for some homes but that is an easy
fix. There are all kinds of ways to update curb appeal. A new front door,
lighting, mailbox, and address numbers are all fairly simple tasks. And
don’t forget trimming over-grown landscaping or just removing it all and
starting with some fresh mulch and potted plants.
Is the kitchen outdated?
With a typical kitchen renovation a homeowner may be displaced for four
months. This makes this project a daunting task for many, but the
convenience of a newly renovated kitchen to a buyer, means the highest
returns on investment for you.
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Are the bathrooms outdated?
Is there only 1 bathroom? It is not uncommon in many older homes to
only have one bathroom. If you find a house with the potential to add
more bathrooms and renovate what’s existing... then that’s a great find!

Is there space that can be finished to add square footage?
Upstairs spaces and lower levels can increase living space and maximize
a home's potential. These are also areas where you can often add a master
suite or a bar area for entertaining.

Is the structure of the home sound?
Straight walls and floors and "good bones" are a must! If there is
something odd or significant that you notice right away, then other
buyers will notice that too when it's time for you to sell.
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Is the house dark?
Usually this is from heavy window coverings or awnings but can also be
from dark walls due to paneling or wallpaper. This is easily remedied with
paint.

Does it have a certain smell?
This can be due to carpet that has been in place for years. By removing it
you can easily increase the home's value by adding hardwood floors.
Bonus if there is already hardwood installed under the carpet.

And there you have the go-to checklist that I use when looking for the
right fixer upper. I hope you find it helpful.
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